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trustees pass coed housing
by Doug Wilhelm
Q rnmmittpe of Kenvon's Board of Trus- -
fte
adopted a plan last week to institute coed housing
Lh ends of the campus next fall.
nlan to which the Trustees assented by a specialLp'vote, was adapted from recommendations
a earlier in the week by the Student-Facult- y-
tpe Committee on Coeducation. Under its terms
'nell and Half of Manning Halls will hold women,
'!
i men will move into four floors of dormitory three.
addition, the new apartment complex will be coedJ
first floor of West Division will house freshmen,
Watson will become a ' quiet" upperclass men's
interview last Saturday President Caples dis-
ced that he and other members of the Administra
jenyon College, Gambier. Ohio. May 4, 1972
tion had drawn up the plan from recommendations
submitted by the ad hoc commeittee earlier in the week.
In agreement with widespread student concern that coed
housing be provided by next fall, Mr. Caples engineered
the plan's approval in advance of the May 13 Trustees'
meeting so that yesterday's housing lottery could be held
as planned.
Caples stressed the administration's commitmentto the
housing experiment, but said that he hoped it would
make a minimum amount of interference with the exist-
ing campus social structure.
In an earlier interview Provost Bruce Haywood ech-
oed the sentiments of a great many members of the
Kenyon community when he said that housing was the
least important aspect of the coeducation problem
Continued on Page 3
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was made less restrictive.
According to these new proposals,
students would, with the approval
of their faculty advisor, elect to
take five courses in a semester,
up to a maximum of eight units
tithout petition,
to the area of the diversification
requirement, the structure was alt-
ered so that a student must take
a unit in each of five different de-
partments and in at least three
divisions. All of these changes, howe-
ver, and only tentative; they are
not definite, and will not be so
until they are voted on again on
May 15, when these and other prop-
osals will either be accepted or
rejected.
The Curriculum Committee iss-
ued its proposals last week, and
they have been widely distributed
In whatever form a new curricu-
lum merges, it will be an optional
one for those students presently
enrolled, as was pointed out at the
meetings.
The Curriculum Committee, after
considerations lasting throughout
this past semester, issued a docu-
ment last week that was used as the
basis for last Thursday's discu-sion- s.
The proposal was the reccom-mendati- on
by the Committee, and
was considered along with alterna-
tive proposals at this week's Faculty
meetings.
The crux of the proposal involved
putting maximum levels on the total
amount of courses that a student can
take both during a year and during
the four years that he or she is here.
According to the proposal, the max-
imum courses allowed per semes- -
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Gia&TDCHilum reforms to be
finalized in two weeks
by John Ryerson
n nnt Hp marffi until Mav 15, the Faculty meetings of thisAlthougn tne miai - , , Socialcoi Soc.;- -.Thecurriculumin the proposedseveral apparent changesweek have producedpast
T4ion came up with an alternative proposal, and some of its arguments (reprinted on1 6) have been incorporated into the original proposal by the Curriculum Committee.
, 1L. u-- o tr. tor w,iri hp four courses, and the
maximum would be sixteen for four
years.
The committee was able to offer
several justifications for the so-call- ed
"four course norm." They
stated that under this system, the
student would do better work by con-
centrating on fewer courses and sub-
jects at one time. Courses under the
new plan would be "richer" and
"more intensive." All courses
would be equal in value, and this
proposal would be a way to promote
independent study among upper-classme- n.
Finally, the Committee
offered the justification that with
all students carrying the same load,
that professors would make fairer
demands upon their students, thus
curtailing any "drudgery" problems
in the future.
Continued on Page 6
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Eleven Campus Senate candidates
have been selected from the field
of 34 in this week's primary elec-
tion.
Remaining in competition for the
four Senate seats are: Ellen Win-tpr- s.
Candv Davis, Bruce Duncan,
Robert Fath, Elizabeth Forman, Joe
Finnegan, Mike Hirschfeld, Tom Mc
Gannon, Hal Real, Mark Rosenthal
and Joe Tegreene.
Final ballotting will take place today
at Gund Commons and tomorrow at
Peirce during lunch and dinner.
The Senate is compost? oi seven
students, five members of the fac-
ulty, the Provost, the two deans, and
the President of the College. The
student members are the President
and Vice-Preside- nt of the Student
Council (Ben Gray and AnnWiester),
one member of the incoming Fresh-
man class, and four students elected
at large from the student body. The
five faculty members are to be elec-
ted by the faculty and one shall be
designated the Chairperson of the
Senate by President Caples. Presi- -
Balloting for ihe Anderson
Cup will take place next week.
The cup annually goes to the
student who has made ihe
greatest contribution to Ken-
yon in the current year. Give
your nomination to any Stu-
dent Council representative or
member of the Executive
Committee before May 7, 1972.
"Coco--i nce Humanitarian
t
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DEAN EDWARDS commented on coeducation at the open meeting
last week in Rosse. Photo by Ann Batchelder
nnnnsn Four enatoruujuuu to be ee d
dent Caples is a non-voti- ng member
who will ratify or veto any legisla-
tive act of the Senate.
The Constitution states that the
functions of the CamDus Senate are:
a) to serve as a forum in which
students, faculty, and administrative
officers communicate and consider
matters of general concern to the
College;
b) to establish as it deems neces-
sary subsidiary bodies to promote
student self-governm- ent in the areas
of social organizations, classes and
living units;
c) to establish as it deems neces-
sary regulartory boards and agen-
cies and subsidiary governmental
bodies for the supervision of campus
activities:
d) to legislate within the jurisdic-
tion of the Campus Government rules
for the regulation of student life and
extra-curricul- ar activities.
Among the first things Senate will
do will be to analyze the reports
from the former Campus Senate's
Student Rights Committee and the
Drug Committee and consider their
implications. Senate members will
also be involved with constitutional
amendments and Freshman Council.
For the first time Campus Senate
will secure reports from the faculty
committees at the same time as the
Faculty Council. Thus, Senate will
be able to comment on proposals
and reports and have an opportunity
to make recommendations in faculty
policy.
i i
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by Doug Wilhelm
Dick Gregory, the comedian, polit-
ical candidate and "free-lanc- e hu-
manitarian" who is the most popmar
speaker on college campuses today,
will speak at Kenyon on Wednesday
May 9. Gregory's appearance which
will be at 12:45 in the Fieldhouse, is
sponsored by the Black Student
Union.
has been aThe versatile Gregory
public figure since the early 60's
through his comedy and leftist
out-spokesnne- ss;
he has made headlines
most recently through anti-w- ar fast
On April 24, 1971, Gregory pledged
until the end ofto eat no solid foods
the war in Vietnam. His appearance
in Gambier will mark the 380th day
in which he has taken for nourish-
ment only water and fruit juices
while lecturing around the country
and running several miles a day.
Gregory was born in the black
ghetto of St. Louis, Missouri, and
was graduated from Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale. He be-
came a comedian at a time when
black entertainers were booked only
in black theaters and clubs. In 1961
Gregory was a last-minu- te replace-
ment atthePlayboy Club, from which
he rose to immediate stardom, play-
ing for top club sand major networks.
He was a major factor in the opening
up of the highly segregated enter-
tainment industry to blacks.
Gregory then became deeply in-
volved in the civil rights and hu-
manist movements of the 60's. He
began to do benefits for civil rights
and peace groups, and his outspoken-
ness costhim over on million dollars
in cancelled bookings, travel expen-
ses and legal fees. He was imprison-
ed several times, including two 45-d- ay
sentences. The first followed his
daily demonstrations in Chicago
over de facto school desegregation,
the second his protests on behalf of
the Niqualy Indians of Washington
state. During both terms he fasted,
subsisting only on distilled water.
In 1967, Gregory entered politics
as a write-i- n independant candidate
for Mayor of Chicago. 1968 saw his
famous but unsuccessful bid for the
Presidency as a write-i- n candidate
for the Peace and Freedom Party.
in-auguar-
ated
On March 4,
him President of the
United States-in-exil- e, a ceremony
complete with oath of non-offic- e, m-augu- aral
address and two inauguaral
balls.
This year, Gregory will speak at
making him theover 300 campuses,
most popular touring lecturer in A-me- rica
today. "The Light SideThe
Dark Side" and "Dick Gregory's
Frankenstein" are two of his many
albums; among his six books are
NIGGER! (his autobiography), NO
MORE LIES: THE MYTH AND
REALITY OF AMERICAN HISTORY
and his newest release, DICK
GREGORY'S POLITICAL PRIMER.
"There is a great social revolu-
tion going on in America today,".
Gregory has said, "and the wonder-
ful thing isthatitisnotBlackagainst
White. It is simply right against
wrong. The number one problem in
America today is not air and water
pollution. It is moral pollution.'
Tickets for the concert are one
dollar and will be on sale during
mealtimes at Teirce.
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Perhaps all this change will make a new Kenyon out of us.
The alterations in housing have been carried through to ap-
proval. Women will be living on the Hill and men on the area
uphill from the Hill. The shifts in departments, administrative
offices, and general operating space are being finalized in an ex-
ercise for efficiency.
Student and faculty groups are tailoring proposals for the
re-shapi- ng of a curriculum that is not quite worn or outmoded.
The academic justifications are honorable and sound as are the
economic reasons logical. Two student councils have been made
into one council. A significant re-distribu- tion of power in the
College's administration is going into effect.
These changes are the obvious; the repercussions and effects
produced will be another thing and to attempt to draw any con-
clusions is rather in vain. Kenyon's consistency lies in its incon-
sistency, especially in attitude. Is coed housing going to be a
diluting or enriching process? Some regard it a prisoner exchange.
Some the removal of a tight shoe.
But whatever, it will be an interesting year for Gambier,
especially in the overview of events here in the past few years.
Please feel free to contribute to the Collegian next year.
R. M.
by Rick Leiaar
Term papers are always written late at night-wit- her because it's easier
to concentrate then or because they're due the very next morning. A few
days ago we talked the final footnote on such a paper just before five, a
good hour and a half before dawn, and wanting to unwind before catching
some sleep, set out for a short walk.
Though we hadn't noticed, it had rained earlier that evening, and the
ground was then patched wet and dry before us. As we walked through the
gates on middle path the light caught the undersides of the new leaves,
which seemed somehow to crown the air, as did the new-fou- nd warmth and
the thick, drifting scents of thousands of new buds. It was an evening that
amply paid us back for our winter discomfort, for the change of Spring was
everywhere present and it was a change not to be denied.
But though we walked through a changing season and felt a quiet excite-
ment at it, yet we knew that we ourselves would not much change. Certainly
we might acquire this ability orlearntosupress that inclination, yet try as
we might, we always remained essentially the same. We are only what we
are now; unable to make ourselves completely anew, and accepted or not by
others forwhatweare, or more frequently perhaps, for what we seem to be.
That night the change of Spring was enough, and we coupled it with the
sure knowledge that someday soon every tree would fill so full of green
that the very air would seem in danger of being pushed away by the leaves.
And when that happens, the irises and the dahlias are sure to bloom, and
maybe even the roses.
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To the Edifor:
In this democratic and resultant
self-inter- est oriented society in
which we exist it is refreshing to
find an individual who places the in-
terests, welfare and comfort of
others before his own. I would like
to bring to the attention of the stu-
dents of Kenyon several act of kind-
ness which were performed for them,
and for absolutely no other reason,
by the new Saga manager of Gund,
Doug.
On Friday, April 21, 1972, the first
legal night of SpringDance Weekend,
Saga sponsored a "Hot Dog Roast"
in the garage of Pierce, at Saga
Doug's expense, from 11:00-2:0- 0.
On entering the garage it became
evident that Saga Doug was pulling a
"Golden Oldies" show having gone
out of his way to bring his own stereo
which was big enough to be a real
pain. He would select and cue up re-
cords, switch over turntables and
generally play D.J. while running the
Hot Dog show. I asked him what he
got for this and he replied, "The ti-
tle of Saga Manager but I enjoy it."
I ask the students of Kenyon, how
many would be willing to spend a
Friday night in such a way? How
many thanked Saga Doug?
Another aspect which has im-
pressed me about Saga Doug is his
obvious concern for the quality of
the food and the well-bei- ng of his
staff. Upon four occasions I have
been approached by Doug and asked
my opinion of the food. I have been
quite frank and he has told me how
he has been experimenting with
Saga's recipes. I have also seenDoug
volunteer his services to the serving
girls when they become backlogged
by helping serve. Hecanalsobe seen
talking in earnestwithhis staff about
matters which obviously have no
bearing on the efficient operation of
Saga. Another point I wish to bring
to the attention of the students is the
institution of the coats worn by Saga
at Gund about three weeks ago. This
does not improve the ta ste of the food
but its asthetic value is definitely
enhanced.
Overall people should realize, as I
have , that not everyone in this
society is after his own material
benefits and status increases. Saga
Doug provides one of the few exam-
ples of people here at Kenyon who,
out of genuine kindness and concern,
will go out of their way just to make
things a little nicer for us. Thank-yo- u
Saga Doug.
Signed,
Richard H. Miller
Please consider this letter as a
formal charge of sex discrimination
against KENYON COLLEGE, Gam-
bier, Ohio. These charges are filed
under Executive Order 11246 as a-men- ded,
which forbids ALL Federal
Contractors from discriminating on
the basis of sex.
The charges are based on the ac-
companying report which includes
the following data: Of 122 full-ti- me
faculty members, only 7 are women.
Of these none occupies a rank higher
than assistant professor. (3 women
are assistant professors and 4 are
instructors). Thereare nowomen
who are chairmen of departments
and no women represented on the
Faculty Committees on Promotion
and Retention and on Professional
Growth and Emolument. The one wo-
man in an administrative position,
the Dean of Women, has now resigned
and a replacement may not be sought.
Furthermore, evidence strongly
suggests that if a man and a woman
of equal experience and qualifica- -
Word is out that parieial-housin- g
contracts will be re-
quired for next year.
Whether or not any student has
24-ho- ur parietals, no parielals, or
visitation will be dependent on
these conlracts which are to be
sent to parents in July. All stu-
dents under 21 will have to have
their parents sign for them.
tions are hired, the man receives
higher rank and salary. The admin-
istration does not seem to be ser-
iously recruiting women and has not
replied to a request (dated January
28, 1972) submitted by women fac-
ulty members regarding the adoption
of an Affirmative Action Plan. Dis-
criminatory practices are suggested
also in the salaries, job descrip-
tions, and grievance procedures for
women staff members. Investigation
is also urgently needed in regard to
nepotism rules and discrimination
against faculty wives in professional
employment.
We request an immediate compli-
ance investigation, and that such a
review include a full scale investi-
gation of admission policies; finan-
cial aid to women students; place-
ment of graduates; hiring and pro-
motion policies for both staff and
faculty; and salary inequities. We
also ask that all current contract
negotiations be suspended until such
time as all inequities are eliminated
and an acceptable plan of affirmative
action is implemented. Please notify
us when the compliance review be-
gins. Margaret Gates,
Chairman, Action
Committee for Federal
Contract Compliance
This is a reprint of a letter
sent to Eliot Richardson, Secre-
tary for Health, Education, and
Student Council report
The new Student Council, new in
membership structure and hopefully
in ideas, held its first meeting on
Sunday, April 23. The officers for
the 1972-7- 3 school year are Ben
Gray, President; Ann Wiester, Vice
President; Jon Roth, Treasurer;
and TomStamp, Secretary. Women's
Representatives include Mary An-
derson, Kathy Batchelder, Cathy
Carter, Mollie Colwell, Ellen Fine-ber- g,
Liesel Friedrich, Carol Hei-
berger, Kay Koeninger, Elizabeth
Lowengard and Betsy Upton. Affili-
ated Men's Representatives are
Duffy Craine, Chip DuVall, Joe
Finnegan, Ed Gentzler, Harry
Goetchius, Nick Gray and Dave
Landefeld. Independent Men are rep-
resented by Rob Kolson, RobPlance,
Dennis Pojani, Jeff Rubin, Dave
Snell, Dean Vanek and GregWidin.
At its first meeting, the new Stu-
dent Council was reminded of its
potential power in the Kenyon Com-
munity by outgoing President Jim
Klein. He noted that in a community
such as this, the meek and compla-
cent will get nowhere, and that Stu-
dent Council is therefore no place
for such people. Rather, the students
should seek to place the most radi-
cal and obnoxious candidates into
student offices. In a conclusion which
might effectively serve as the Coun-
cil's motto, Klein quoted E. E. Cum-min- gs
immortal line, "There is
some shit I will not eat."
Council's first exercise of its new
found power came in the form of the
establishment of bylaws regarding
the formation of crucial committees,
since these were not provided for in
the new Constitution. Formed were
an Executive Committee consisting
of the officers to consider business
to be brought before Council, a
Finance Committee to be in charge
of budgetary matters, an Elections
Committee to handle all necessary
elections in the coming year. As of
the second meeting on Sunday, April
20, a Social Committee was also
formed, with Chip Sansom as chair-
man, to plan and secure entertain-
ment for the coming school year.
Two Ad Hoc Committees were also
established at the first meeting, and
gave reports of their actions to date
at the second. The Committee on
lighting Middle Path informed Coun-
cil that there is a general lack of
knowledge among the administra-
tion about the proposal, which ap-
pears to have emanated from the
Ma:ntenance Department. The pro
Welfare. More than 500 college,
in the country have received
similar letters. President Caples
has commented that, until he re-cev-
es
any form of an official in.
ditement. Chairman Gates win
not get an official response from
Kenyon. Ed.
To the Editor:
That's wrong! This letter isn't for
the editor; its for everyone I've come
into contact with in the past ho
weeks. For the people who have been
curious but never found out who we
were. Let me give you a very fast
account The "new face" with the
beard is me, the other is Roger.We
came from Denver, Colorado and ar.
rived here with the intention of sta-
ying only a few days. The whole idea
was to break up a long trip across the
country and to have Roger see afew
of his old friends. I for one hadnever
really heard of Kenyon and as of two
weeks ago I could have cared less
about it. That was two weeks ago.
That's a long time if you fill each
day with something good. Everyone
here has made finding that something
good so very easy that right now
as I think about leaving, I feel badly.
I mean I really don't want to leave,
I'd like to have been able to say
goodbye to everyone in person but
that of course was impossible.! even
felt like say ing goodbye to some peo-Continu- ed
on Page 3
posal does not seem to have been
precipitated by an increase in
nocturnal violence along the Path,
according to the Security Office. The
Committee on Special Housing,
formed at Mr. Lombard's request,
reported that several applications
for such had been approved, inclu-
ding those by a group wishingtostart
a Co-o- p Bookstore, Christian st-
udents and two yoga enthusiasts.
Elizabeth Forman and Ellen Wi-
nters, former members of the C-
oordinate Council delivered a far-
ewell address at the second meeting.
In their opinion, the lack of a speech
by a member of that body in view of
Klein's speech was a bad precedent,
suggesting that the new Council was
merely an extension of its all-ma- le
predecessor. They went on to state
that they have great hopes for the
new Council as a coeducational body,
and that they hoped some of the C-
oordinate Council's activities, such
as pushing for addition of a gyn-
ecologist to the College Staff, birth
control lectures and the natural
health foods store would be conti-
nued.
Council passed a request for a
loan made by the BlackStudentunioti
for $900 to secure a contract with
Dick Gregory. Gregory will appear
on May 9, in the Fieldhouse and the
receipts of the $1 admission fee up
to the amount of the loan will be r-
eturned to Council.
A great deal of discussion of the
new curriculum proposal came as a
result of a request by three students,
Charles Contrada, Mark Lewis and
Bruce Wick, for Council to endorse
their petition in order that the Fa-
culty Council would beobligedtocori-side- r
it. Council so acted, and copies
of the petition, with a new preamble
of Council's devising, are posted on
campus bulletin boards. Councilalso
approved a motion from within its
ranks, made by Joe Finnegan, wh'
expressed to the Faculty Council
students' dislike of the sixteen units
maximum, and recommended that
the maximum be changed to eighteen
unifs without the incurrence of pet-
ition ing or additional fees.
It is difficult to determine from
the events of two meetings nat
course the new Student Council
take, but the results are encoura-
ging. An increasing awareness of the
problems of all students, male aw
female, will make the coming year
an innovative, exciting and potential-
ly fruitful one.
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:ie who were seeing me for the first
aebut stuff like that could get you
acket to the funny farm. People
sjld think that Kenyon had caused
3 to flip my cork! It has! lean run
X down a list of places from the
a coast to the west coast that are
die most beautiful places in the en- -
. .V i T J IM country ana as i run uuwn uie
.3, somewhere between the coast
r.way around Big Sur and the
rountains in Colorado I'll have to
;ip in Gambier, Ohio. Not the town
:: the state, but the people who fill
:the largestportionof the year. The
aple here make it what it is, and if
;ving traveled east to west four or
ire times makes me any authority
: people, take my word for it, you're
iJ great!
I haven't found the way to say what
:e been meaning to say. The pen
z along and I hoped it would come
? with what's in my head, but it
Jn't, I'm afraid. So let's try to say
very simply thank you all for being
igood as you've been to Rogerand
--
self.
Signed,
Peie Driscoll
Bay Drive West
Huntington. N.Y.
11743
An Open Letter to the
Kenyon College Community
The Coordinate Council was insti
lled as a women's council. Because
tfthis, our concerns have dealtonly
ith women's needs. With the new
Constitution, there will no longer be
'governmental body which is con-srn- ed
only with women. In light of
4is, the Coordinate Council submits
i list of recommendations which we
'el should be implemented to ensure
'college which is truly perceptive
10 the needs of women.
'The Health Facilities: With the
2EEt (pictured above) and many others performed last Saturday in
" Kenyon Follies The all-da- y affair featured many local talents. A
A 'fendid time was had by everyone
r
sunshine. Photo by Joe Baem
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increase of enrollment there
should be on campus for at least
one day a week.
2. The Physical Education Depart-
ment should be expanded to en-
compass sports which women
prefer such as gymnastics, vol-
leyball etc. These sports should
be just as important as football,
basketball and lacrosse are to the
coaching staff now. The discipline
of Dance should be available for
those who want to study it FOR
CREDIT.
3. Gund Commons could be utilized
to its fullest capacity. Seminars
could meet in what is now the
Dean of the Coordinate College's
Office or an office of the Admin-
istration (such as the Dean of
Students) could be moved to the
north end of campus.
4. More women must be on the fac-
ulty as well as the Board of Trus-
tees.
5. Modes of communication between
the faculty and students which the
Coordinate Council has created
should not be forgotten. Dinners
with the Faculty Council and the
new Student Council are a means
which should be employed.
7. The Council is the opinion that a
temporary representative body of
women should be created. The
College is now in a transitional
state and there are activities
which the women created and
sponsored which should not be
lost. Some of these are the Gam-
bier Community Party, Natural
Health Food Store, the potters
wheel and kiln, jurisdiction over
the sewing room, the Dance Stu-
dio and Colburn Hall kitchen, and
lectures on birth control.
THE COORDINATE COUNCIL
April, 1972
on a lazy afternoon in the Gam- -
Pfanners shuffle space;
Art, Deans will relocate
by Denis Racine
Next year, once again, Kenyon stu-
dents will experience a drastic
change on this campus. Startling but
true is the news that different build-
ings will house different depart-
ments, although both the buildings
and departments will remain basic-
ally the same. In other words, old
departments are being moved to new
buildings which really are old build-
ings that are being made newer.
To what can one attribute this
sweeping change in the organiza-
tion of the Kenyon academic com-
munity? In order to properly an-
swer this question, one must delve
deep back into Kenyon's recent his-
tory. Ten years ago the formal
ten-year-p-
lan went into effect at
Kenyon. The plan called for a cen-
ter of the sciences or arts to be
built within the ten years. Since
then the Biology building has been
constructed, but the population of
the school has grown to such a de-
gree that the need for some sort
of fine arts expansion has become
apparent Also, to quote the agenda
of the Kenyon College Board of
Trustees Buildings and Grounds
Committee, "Prior to developing
plans for new fund-raisi- ng cam-
paign and the possible construction
of new physical facilities, such as
a fine arts center, the administration
believes that we must carefully sur-
vey our existing plant to determine
whether or not we are now making
optimum use of all existing facili-
ties, and to make the re-allocati- ons
of space necessary to achieve such
optimum use. It is believed that this
Coed housingfor next: year
Continued from Page 1
since it is so easily handled. Ac-
cording to the Provost, "We are
still faced with the continuing ques-
tion of coeducation and making it
work here. At Kenyon, women con-
tinue to feel less than first-cla-ss
citizens, and this is a difficult and
long-ran- ge thing to work out" Mr.
Haywood believes thatKenyon's pro-
gram has traditionally been directed
at male goals: "Quite plainly, a lot
of women are not interested in pro-
fessional or graduate schools, and
their interests are not the same as
pleasant situation here is to be in-
stitutionalized. ' ' Mark Denton called
the situation a "sexist attitude" and
freshman Jean Amabile said she
hoped the move towards coeduca-
tion would "break down the barriers
which exist at this college . . . be-
tween men and women." Specifical-
ly, students suggested that coeduca-
tional reforms include programs of
sex education, birth control and
gynecology, as well as an increased
recruitment of women for faculty and
administrative positions. The in-
iquities in physical education and
the arts were also pointed out atthe
meeting. Freshman Peggy Leslie
summed up the prevailing attitude
when she said "I personally would
like to feel that I am a member of
Kenyon College, instead of the Co-
ordinate College, which is a farce."
The open meeting was only a part
of the activities of the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee, which met for a total of nine
of the seventeen hours that all of its
members were in Gambier. The
committee, four students, three fac-
ulty members and three trustees,
submitted a complex and detailed set
"The greater issue than housing is the question of whether
the unpleasant situation here is to be institutionalized."
men who are." He cited inequities
in physical education, student gov-
ernment and the arts: "We have
neglected, in this College, the arts
. . . both as curricular and extra-
curricular activities. Plainly, wo-
men have a very strong interest in
these. We need to do more about
them, and quickly."
The essential problem of Kenyon's
move to coeducation, the Provost
said, is that "the college must deal
with its men womeruas students, as
there are lots and lots of aspects of
college life in which the sex of stu-
dents isn't important. But there are
also areas in which it is. "He theor-
ized that Kenyon must learn to dis-
criminate the points where coeduca-
tion means something synonymous
for men and women, and where the
difference becomes important
Many of Mr. Haywood's points were
similarity raised at a Rosse Hall
meeting on Monday, April 24, in
which the newly-form- ed Committee
on Coeducation met with about one
hundred interested students. The
students who spoke expressed, along
with an overwhelming support of
coed housing for next fall, the con-
cern for the total implications of
coeducation which was the common
denominator of viewpoints on all
levels. As Junior Jean Dunbar put
it, "the greater issue than housing
is the question of whether the un- -
program will solve most of our
present facility's needs, and make
unnecessary the major investment in
a fine arts center previously
planned."
Before this statement came out, the
Buildings and Grounds Committee
called in economic and educational
advisors from various philanthropic
organizations to determine the
feasibility of a fine arts center. It
reportedly was the decision of these
experts that departments involved in
the fine arts should make better use
of the space already available to
them. Furthermore, they were of
the opinion that the construction of
a fine arts center was not advisable
for a college the size of Kenyon. It
was their opinion that money could
not be granted to Kenyon until there
was a reorganization of building
space, and until better use was made
of it.
So Kenyon begins to reorganize its
space for reasons of utility and also
maybe in hope of receiving a grant
in the future for somewhere in the
vicinity of three million dollars.
This money would be used to build a
performing arts center which would
seat 800 and house the necessary
facilities for teaching the perform-
ing arts at Kenyon. This would, how-
ever, exclude the graphic arts.
As of nextyear, therefore, Bexley --
Colburn will be occupied solely by
the art department. Colburn Hall
will probably be converted into a
sculpture workshop and art gallery.
About $80,000 will be devoted to the
conversion of Bexley-Colbu- rn alone.
The conversion of Bexley to an art
building will necessitate a move by
people started asking what does this
mean." Asked what it does mean, he
said: "To me, coeducation means
men and women at one institution
under conditions which insure that
each student will have an equal op-
portunity for education and for per-
sonal development. I think that Ken-
yon may be saddled with 150 years
of experience, but this is going to
evaporate rapidly,"
A faculty member of the Commit-
tee, Assistant Drama Professor
Harlene Marley, made a departure
from Mr.Chedayne'sviewpoint when
she said that "coeducation is not a
homogenizing process, nor should it
be." Coeducation does not, Miss
Marly explained, mean separate but
equal. It means "separate needs that
have to be met . . . it is unreal to
expect everyone to have the same
needs or wants." Admissions office
Mrs. John Ward, another Committee
member, stressed the responsive-
ness of all those concerned with the
project, expecially the Trustees.
She said that the report makes posi-
tive stands on a great many of the
expressed student concerns, and
commented that "I doubt that any
committee will ever go as far as the
students want, but I think we've got
the right direction."
Like Mrs. Ward, the administra- -
tion members and Trustees inter-
viewed professed a greater faith than
did most students in the capacity of
the College bureacracy to institute
real and positive change in the near
future. They appeared gratified that
they had been able discredit the
widespread student belief that, as a
student circular charged, "there are
no plans for coed dorms and no de-
cision will be made until the next
Trustee meeting . . . consequently,
there will be no coed dorms next
year." As Mr. Haywood put it, "We
are reshaping the community, mak-
ing one college all the way from Old
Kenyon to Bexley Hall."
One student hoped that the move towards coeducation
would "break down the barriers that exist between men
and women."
of recommendations to the Presi-
dent of which only the housing plan
has yet been made public. Trustee
William Chedayne emphasized, after
the meetings concluded, that the
group's report is responsive to stu-
dent concerns as the members saw
them. He called the Rosse meeting
a "frank, useful discussion" and
said that the views expressed are
both legitimate concerns and "man-
ifestations of a larger mental atti-
tude on campus."
Looking back to the Trustees' orig--
inal July resolution, Mr. Chedayne
commented that "we had no sooner
made the decision to go coed than
Accounting into the basement of
Rosse Hall. The basement of Rosse,
which houses the computer and Cen-
tral Records System, will also be-
come the location of the office of the
Dean of Students, the Registrar and
the Dean for Student Development.
This would enable all of the afore-
mentioned people to avail them-
selves of the use of the computer,
and it would in turn necessitate that
the Music Department be moved
temporarily into the Chaplain's
house. Administrational facilities
would then be situated in Rosse Hall,
and Ransom Hall across the way.
This would be a convenience to the
students and the administration.
Other plans in the reorganization
call for the Old Haye's Grocery
Store to be remodeled into a student
center which would probably be used
for the dissemination of pertinent
student information and the offices of
student council committees. Ap-
proximately 12,000 will be allocated
to this endeavour. This would in turn
necessitate a move by the Drama
Department into what is now the Main
Art building, the same building that
used to be the men's dining com-
mon's years ago.
According to the committee report,
"trust funds, expansion campaign,
and other funds will be used towards
these developments. On the commit-
tee are two students who act as con-
sultants, juniors Jane Schultz and
Rick Lesaar. It is estimated that a
total of $250,000 will be used in
changing Kenyon for next year to
make these changes mentioned as
well as others.
!
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Crozier
by Shelley Clark
Miss Doris Crozier, dean of the
Coordinate College since it opened
in 1969, will not return next year.
She denies speculation that she is
leaving because the Coordinate Col-
lege will no longer be a separate
entity, and, indeed, says she wel-
comes the coeducation decision as
being in the best interests of the
community.
In the three years that she has been
here, Dean Crozier has found Gam-bi- er
"a very charming place to live.
I have mixed feelings about leaving.
It certainly has been good seeing
women at Kenyon. I have found the
students here, both men and women,
both interesting and cooperative
people. I will watch with great in-
terest the development of the coedu-
cational college."
Dean Crozier added that, "All my
by Steve Stettler
Twenty new faculty members, some
yet to be hired, will be coming to
Kenyon next year.
The psychology department is cur-
rently interviewing for two replace-
ments and one addition, and the
German department is still looking
for candidates. The biology, chem-
istry, physics, math, music
philosophy, classics, and romance
languages departments will see no
changes next year. Perhaps most
importantly, Kenyon will introduce
a new department of sociology and
anthropology headed by Dr.
Harwood, a Phi Beta Kppa graduate
of Stanford with a PhD from Chicago.
He has taught at Rice and is pres-
ently at Harvard. Dr. Harwood will
search for two more members for
the department next year, complet-
ing the proposed faculty growth at
Kenyon.
Art to add three
The art department, which will
take up residence in Bexley Hall in
September, brings three new men to
the campus. Richard Baronio, B. A.
from Brown and M. F. A. from Un-
iversity of New Mexico, will be the
new sculptor. Currently at the Un-
iversity of Illinois, Chicago Circle,
Mr. Baronio's speciality is elec-
tronically activited light, kinetics
and design. Martin Garhart, whose
own interesting work involves West-
ern imagery, will be the new print-make-r.
Presently at Southern
Illinois University, Mr. Garharthas
a bachelor's degree from South Da-
kota State, an M. A. from West Vir-
ginia University and a M. F. A. from
Southern Illinois. He has taught at
the Robert F.Kennedy Youth Center,
a boys' penal institute in Morgan-tow- n,
West Virginia. Michael
O'Brien, a Kenyon alumnus who
majored in English and won the
Robert Frost prize for poetry, will
be an addition to the department He
has his B. F. A. and M. F. A. from
to leave
life I have looked forward to new
things and that's what I'm doing
now." However, she is unsure about
her plans for the future. Though she
is "considering several things, no-
thing is definite."
She is reasonably certain tnat sne
will not be involved in any sort of
administrative work in the near fu-
ture, even though her experience in
this field far pre-dat- es her position
at the Coordinate College. The prin-
cipal of the American School in
Bremen, Germany 1951-195- 6, she
assumed the same position at the
American School in Darmstadt in
1956. She acted as an advisor to the
Cambodian government 1958-196- 1,
during which time she helped to es-
tablish the first teacher's college in
Southeast Asia. In fact Cambodia be-
stowed the Order of Chevalier upon
Dean Crozier in recognition of her
Yale, where he was the first student
to receive a degree in film. His
specialty being film and graphics,
O'Brien will offer a new visual nar-
ration course involving the study of
aesthetics and perception in moving
images, using photographic and cin-emagrap- hic
techniques. Mrs.
Swaine, who owns a masters in
Museum Practice (an M.A. in art
history with extra studies quaiiiying
her for museum work) from the Un-
iversity of Michigan, will join her
husband part-ti- me in teaching some
art history courses. Mr. Tom Tur-geo- n,
an Amherst undergraduate
with a PhD from Yale, comes to the
drama department from Mary
Washington College in Virginia.
Turgeon will primarily be a direc-
tor, and will offer theatre history
and acting courses.
Mr. Rogan ceases to be Chaplain
and will become a full-tim- e member
of the rebgion department next fall.
Rev. Harbour of Harcourt Parish
will assume the duties of Chaplain
while a committee studies the needs
of the College in that department.
Dr. Chitta R. Goswami, a native
Indian with bachelor's degree from
the University of Calcutta, and
Masters and PhD from McMasters
University in Ontario, will join the
department asaspecialist on Asiatic
religions. Mr. Reed will not be
teaching religion, but has been ap-
pointed Director of Off-camp- us
Studies.
Schoenhals rejoins history
Professor Kaj Schoenhals returns to
the history department from his
sabbatical leave, and the department
will gain an expert in Asian history,
an area of study never before offer-
ed at Kenyon. Mr. Frederick, a Har-
vard undergraduate with a masters
from Michigan, has just completed
his PhD. at Harvard. His specialty
is Chinese and Japanese history.
With the retirement of Professor
Paul Titus, forty years at Kenyon,
i j end ; -- 1
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THE RECENTLY noted thunder of air hammers and the clanking ofpicks and shovels down by the iieldhouse is not the groundwork for
a Dorm 4, but rather the construction of a 229 bypass. The project is
state-fund- ed and is slated to be finished by September 1 or the begin-
ning of the next academic year. The $410,000 re-rout- ed highway isbeing contracted for safety procedures, and will skirt Gambier instead
of going through town. Photo by Ann Batchelder
College:
efforts there.
Upon her return to the United
States she became Assistant to the
President of Chatham College, in
Pittsburgh, where she remained un-
til she assumed her administrative
duties of the Coordinate College dur-
ing the academic vear 1968-196- 9.
Intrigued with "the interesting
project of starting a new college,"
Dean Crozier came to Gambier in-
terested in seeing the women develop
their own identity and determine
their ultimate relationship with Ken-
yon. With the coeducation decision it
seems that the relationship has been
defined. Still the Dean feels that of-
ficial coeducation will mean
changes, though she maintains that
no one can be quite certain as to the
nature of these changes.
Dean Crozier feels that the women
will have to define their place within
the economics department gains Dr.
Timothy Bates. Bates has a bache-
lor's degree from the University of
Illinois, and a Masters and PhD from
the University of Wisconsin. He is
currently teaching, among others, a
course in Marxist economics. Mr.
Ceaser has been granted a two year
leave of absence to complete his
graduate work at Harvard. Dr.
Agresto, an American just com-
pleting his PhD at he University of
Toronto, will join the Political
Science department next year.
English gains the most
The English department has the
most new professors, a total of five,
all highly recommended. Two are
temporary positions: Mrs. Sharon
Decker, currently completing work
at the University of Virginia will
replace Mr. Crump while he is on
sabbatical in France next year. Mr.
Patrick Holland, a New Zealander
presently at Aemastez University
will replace Mr. Sharp who has
been granted a two year leave to earn
his PhD at the University of Virginia.
Frederick Turner, a native English-
man, poet, and critic, comes to Ken-
yon frorn the University of Santa
Barbara. Turner is a graduate of
Oxford University, and has recently
published a book on Shakespeare with
the Clarendon Press. Ben Drake,
currently at the University of Wash-
ington, has studied at Antioch and a1
the University of Illinois under
Arthur Barker , a pre-emin- ent Milton
specialist. Mr. Gerald Duff, a native
Texan, who earned his PhD atlllinois
University, will be coming to Kenyon
from Vanderbilt.
Harwood
by Art Underwood
This fall, Professor Edwin "Ted"
Harwood and the new sociology de-
partment will come to Kenyon.
Provost Haywood studied this new
arrival and some of its possible ef-
fects in an interview a few days ago.
Harwood plans to teach only one
semester course, limited to upper-classme- n,
with a section each
semester. "He is only teaching one
course, " the Provost stated, "be-
cause he has three very important
jobs to do in addition to his teaching
duties." First of all, he must re-
cruit a faculty for the new departme-
nt-one sociologist and one an-
thropologist. Secondly, he must de-
velop a departmental curriculum;
one which conforms to "the objec-
tives of the College and the needs
of the students," as Haywood said.
Third, Professor Harwood must, m
the Provost's words, "define the
area of the department in terms of
other existing departments." Hay-
wood pointed out that some depart-
ments, such as Economics and Psy-
chology, have courses which have
strong links to sociology and he feels
that Harwood will have to spend some
time discussing course offerings
with other departments. The Provost
also mentioned the possibility of in
Dean looks back
the coeducational system, and, "they
will have to do it themselves." She
believes that the women have proven
themselves to be the intellectual
equals of the Kenyon men. "In the
three years that women have been
here, they have proven themselves
academically; no longer is there any
question as to whether or not the wo-
men can hold their own."
If there is no longer any question,
there certainly were a great number
of questions and doubts about women
holding their own academically and
socially at Kenyon since the concep-
tion of the Coordinate College. An
editorial intheOctober28, 1967 Col-
legian expressed concern about,
"Kenyon, the Men's College, being
turned into Kenyon, Gambler's Co-
ordinate College of Men." The same
editorial spoke of the "student's fear
of decreased liberality and degener-
ation of social structure, and the
alumnus' fear of a dead Kenyon."
Furthermore the editorial question-
ed whether or not the women "will
come to the men's dormitories with-
out specific invitations, and we won-
der what sort of ploys the men will
be dreaming up to get them to the
South end of the Hill. We fear a per
petual Western mixer, in other
words,
v
Samuel Beckett's one-a- ct play, "Endgame," will be
this Friday and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in the Hill Theater.
Presented by the Dramatic Club, the play features David Jaffe,
David Wickenden, Kathleen Hume, and Lenny Felder. It is directed
by Daniel Wilson and produced by Wilson and Wickenden.
The play concerns a small household of four grotesque characters:
Hamm, a blind and paralyzed "philosopher"; Clou, an unhappy clown
trapped in the senseless routine of caring for Hamm's needs; and Nagg
and Nell, two old amputees stashed away in trash cans. For 90
minutes, these four parade their way through a series of worjd
games, non sequitors, and inane stories. In the process they manage
to make serious comments on the nature of human existence.
Admission is 75 for students and a dollar for all others.
to head Socio Dept.
ter-departme-
ntal courses being of-
fered.
The basic sociology course will
deal with the major theories of
societal organization; and this
course, as well as the department
as a whole, will make a difference
in the Kenyon curriculum, in Hay-
wood's view. Sociology, he feels, is
a new, different kind of study-- it is
the study of social phenomena, deal-
ing with problems that are "societal
instead of personal." Another
change that the department will make
is the enlarging and strengthening of
the College's Division of the Social
Sciences-t- he balancing, size-wis- e,
of the divisions. Professor Har-woo- d's
discipline will give a "new
dimension on man and his world,"
and will expand the realm of chaoices
for the student.
Why add sociology?
Haywood felt that there were two
factors that effected the timing of
faculty acceptance of sociology. One
was the long standing opposition to
sociology of some faculty members,
who had to be persuaded from the
view that the new department would
be a total "gut." The other was the
need to move toward a sociology de-
partment at a time when the estab-
lishment of a new department would
At the formal opening of the Co
ordinate College Dean Crozier
called for unity and harmony in the
community as such an atmosphere is
needed for intellectual development
However, the unity and harmony she
desired were hampered by the per.
sistant concern on the part of st-
udents and alumni that the presense
of women would be detrimental to
Kenyon. Many students and aJumni
feared that Kenyon was losing
its old revered tradition.
Dean Crozier recalls a male st-
udent writing a letter to her in which
he noted the presence of women
meant that Kenyon was "slowlydj.
ing." This same student was later
seen carrying a woman student's
trunk up three flights of stairs, "ap-
parently helping Kenyon to die."
Despite the initial resentment t-
owards the women, which often man-
ifested itself in more direct resen-
tment of Dean Crozier as the symbol
of the Coordinate College, Dean
Crozier has enjoyed her stay in
Gambier. "It has been interesting
to see the whole characterof theCo-ordina- te
College change with each
new class and to observe the change
and development of the whole Ke-
nyon community."
performed
Photo by Andy Rosenfield
not hurtolderdepartments-thenee- d
to "build the strengths of other d-
epartments before adding a new one.'
The "theoretical emphasis" and
scholarly approach of Professor
Harwood will soon dispel an)' idea
that the sociology courses will
"guts," Haywood believes. Ha-
rwood 's theoretical emphasis will
mean that the "information-gatherin- g'
aspect of sociology will be d-
ements by saying that the sociol'
more interesting and better. Provost
Haywood expressed his view that
most "faculty opposition will disa-
ppear as they watch Professor Ha-
rwood and the new department ope-
rate."
The Provost concluded his com- -
mpnt hv cavincr that thp SOCiolOg?lfl
department "will fill in a gap i the
Kenyon curriculum", andexpresseu
his happiness at the development of
the new department. He said he fell
that the situation "parallels the
coming of psychology to this cam-us.- "
The same kind of doubts were
raised, the same kind of support
swelled up. The late President
Chalmers even called psychology
"pseudo-science- !" But, Haywood
noted, psychology was ultimate
accepted into the curriculum; a
now, sociology has been also.
I
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pIcioomonQ serviceiefl (to GixpciracJ
by Chet Blackey
i A year ago the need for placement
aid to students seeking career posit-
ions became apparent. The college
placed the responsibility of job
placement on the office of Mr. Lom-
bard, the Director of Residence Hall.
The previous placement facility was
on the Denison campus and for ob-
vious reasons, distance primarily,
proved of little assistance to Kenyon
students with employment problems.
Aside from his functions Bus
Housing director, Mr. Lombard as-gur- ed
the tripartite role of aligning'
students with present and future job
possibilites in the areas of campus
and summer employment as well as
career placement. Relatively few
students, however, have sought
career placement through the office
due primarily to the fact that little
or no service has been available to
them. Although the college has reco-
gnized the need for aplacementof-fic- e,
this need has only, partially
been satisfied. Itisfeltnota suitable
placement office can be provided at
Kenyon only if it is decided that sub-
stantial funds be budgeted and addit-
ional personnel employed to fill the
present gaps. Mr. Lombard was
given the responsibility yet not the
cooperation necessary to secure the
proper functioning of the placement
office.
Three main reasons contribute to
the growing need for such a facility.
The increasing campus population
provides the first and most obvious
With a growing number of students
and the incorporation of the coordin
ounohino peace movement
GiLVn
by Peter Bardaglio
NEW YORK, N.Y.-Satur- day was
April 22 and there was a march on
New York, a peace march. It was al-
so three days before my nineteenth
birthday. For a lot of people, for my
roommate for instance, that's an im-
portant birthday. For me it's not:
My draft number is two hundred and
fifty-somethi- ng. My roommate's is
one.
Last Saturday was in sharp con-
trast to a year ago in Washington,
where I celebrated my eighteenth
birthday. In 1971, the weather had
been sunny and hot; people strolled
around topless and others waded in
the reflecting pool beneath the Lin-
coln Memorial. In 1972, itwas raini-
ng hard and the wet chill penetrated
our makeshift raingear.
But it was good that it rained in
New York. It marked the turning-inwar- d,
subdued mood of the black-umbrella- ed
thousands who had come
to demonstrate their anguish over a
war that would not end.
The rain washed down the streets,
filling the potholes and the gutters,
sweeping up the cigarette butts and
crumpled peace flyers. Black was
the predominant color of the march,
"
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ate college into Kenyon as one unit
the graduating classes demand addi-
tional job placement assistance. It is
no longer the case, secondly, that
80 of the graduating class goes di-
rectly into graduate study, and alter-
natives to such must necessarily be
made known. It is Mr. Lombard's
sentiments and indeed the changing
pattern but "many students do not
wish to immediately enter graduate
school or commit themselves to
career positions. Instead they seek
a short term work experience that
will be self-fulfilli- ng. A placement
office must be prepared to meet this
type of request." This graduate
school misconception is further
complimented by the fact that women
have different vocational needs
which demands a further extension
of a placement office, an office pro-
perly settled with people available
to students and qualified to counsel
them with job problems.
Through the college's direction
Mr. Lombard researched the possi-
bilities open to Kenyon in establish-
ing an adequate placement service.
One of these was a "Consortium
placement Program." Mr. Lombard
met with administrators from Ohio
Weslyan, Denison and Wooster to
find out whether these schools would
be interested in a cooperative place-
ment arrangement. In different de-
grees all responded favorably to the
idea and recognized the factthat each
of the four colleges would mutually
benefit through such a combination.
One director, it was suggested,
would be hired by all the colleges
and coordinate the consortium . The
armies In 'She
somber and sorrowful: the glisten-
ing pavement, the jellybean balloons
and the huge billboard overlooking
Times Square like Doctor T. J.
Eckleburg announcing, "THE GOD-
FATHER is Now a Movie. "The lack
of color, like the rain, was appro-
priate. It reminded one painfully of
a movie flashback.
The march streamed south on Cen-
tral Park West towards Seventh
Avenue, about fifty thousand strong
and about twenty blocks long. The
usual NLF flags were waving and
the old stand-b- y chants ("One, two,
three, four, we don't want your
fucking war") pierced the falling
rain. But the chants died out quickly
around us, except for the junior high
school students a block behind. Peo-
ple were concerned and people were
angry, but they just found it hard to
believe they were out on the streets
again, and their disbelief and shat-
tered faith overwhelmed any desire
to voice their feelings.
There was a throbbing sense of
disappointment that pulsed through
the crowd, but the sadness was not
all-pervasi-
ve. There were moments
of humor, as when the Gay Lib con-
tingent shouted, "Ho, ho, homosex- -
"
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collecting of information on job op-
portunities and scheduling inter-
views from organizations seeking
employees to visit the different
campuses would be a part of his
function. The possibility of operating
a separate placement service at
Kenyon was also explored in great
length.
With the growing numbers of stu-
dents deferring graduate work the
facility is increasing yet no possi-
bilities suggested by Mr. Lombard
have had apparently little impact.
Kenyon has never been known to be
a vocationally oriented institution
yet the questionable reply "why
bother?" is no longer unanswerable.
The degree or adoptation the college
makes aside from being continguent
upon the all important economic as-
pects should rest with the changing
attitudes of the graduating students
not always fulfilling their academic
pursuits.
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ual-t- he ruling class is ineffectual!"
and "It's a freaking faggot revolu-
tion!" There was also the old Span-
ish man wearing a breastplate of
armor and the live peep show "for
mature adults only" over a Howard
Johnson restaurant.
The most encouraging aspect of the
march was the great numbers of
families out on the streets with the
students. I talked with a woman who
had marched with Dr. Spock in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire three
years ago. She was from a small
town just outside of Newport and had
come with her 14-year-- old daughter,
Sarah. It was the first demonstra-
tion that Sarah had attended. The
mother was in her forties, a kind-
er garten teacher, and wore a work-shi- rt
over a polkadotted turtleneck
with a denim skirt. When I asked her
why she came to New York, she re-
plied, "This is something I care a-b- out
and when I was offered the op-
portunity to express my concern, I
did. Also, my daughter wanted to go.
She called up all her friends and no-
body else would come with her. I
didn't think she should go alone."
Pat DeTemple '74, one of theBrown
organizers, was heartened by the
"spirit" of the demonstration:
"Even though it was raining and
Poet Harper
"jazz" verse
by Carl Mueller
This Sunday, May 7, Michael S.
Harper will be at Kenyon to give a
reading of his own poems at 8:00
P.M. in. Peirce Hall Lounge. This
reading is sponsored by the Poetry
Curcuit of Ohio in conjunction with
the Ohio Arts Council.
Critic Cheryl Tritt writes of Har-
per's poetry as "pulsating" in that
it couples "the rich jazz tradition
of Miles Davis, John Coltrane and
Bud Powell with the total black ex-
perience." Michael Harper speaks
of his own poetry as having a primary
concern with "losers" because
"they have the real lives, the full-
est lives."
CRISIS IN THE MIDLANDS:
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stymied in my leave-taki- ng
I ponder the two vacant days
I have spent in this river town:
My first impression was its cold
Resemblance to Cleveland,
Where through crowded districts.
Blocks of empty lots crowd
The crowded into the old
Slave quarters.
Weary with its dankness,
The slow ebullient waters,
Bland, the pinched
Houses, abandoned
Flights from disaster, I harbour
That festered wound
Internal, and the silence
Of each poisoned day's burning,
(from Dear John, Dear Coltrane)
The 33-year-- old poet does notwish,
however, to be regarded as chiefly
a spokesman for blacks: "I'm black
aoim
v.
damn cold, I don't think the people
minded marching. There was a real
sense of purpose. The people who
were there were very sure of what
they were there for. Itwas the hard-
core of the movement: hard-co- re in
the sense that the people who were
there were very serious and deeply
committed. There was much less
frivolity than last April."
A friend of mine best expressed
the mixture of futility and hopefu-
lness that most people at the march
felt. "My self, I don'tknow if there's
anything we can do. We're just
fucked. But still, there was a good
spirit"
And there was a good spirit It was
a spirit of community, arising not so
much of any sense of accomplish-
ment or effectiveness, but rather out
of a profound sense of our human-ness-t- he
recognition that we would
always fall short of our hopes, and
yet despite this awareness we not
only would continue hoping, we would
continue to act out of this hope for
peace.
(Peter Bardaglio is a member of
the class of 1975 at Brown
to read
on Sunday
and I experience as a black man.
This isn't blatantly stated in my
poetry, however. I don't crusade."
Michael S. Harper has recently
published his third volume of poetry
entitled, PHOTOGRAPHERS: NEGA-ATPVE- S:
HISTORY AS APPLE
TREE, which is described as both a
deeply personal and mythic sequence
of poems. The poems arose from the
poet's experiences in New England.
In this volume, Michael Harper
speaks of "truths found in the earth,
contact with others, and in the pas-
sion of the human heart." His first
volume of poetry, DEAR JOHN,
DEAR COLTRANE, which was pub-
lished in 1970, has many close ties
to jazz with many of the poems ad-
dressed to particular acquaintances
(his wife Shirley, Malcolm X, Miles
Davis, James Brown). Critic Kay
Boyle speaks of these poems as be-
ing very personal and yet, main-
tains that Michael Harper expertly
causes the reader to respond "to
the simple validity of his exper-
iences." Concerning hissecond vol-
ume of poetry, HISTORY IS YOUR
OWN HEARTBEAT (1971), critic
Ralph J. Mills, Jr. speaks of the
"unique proportions" of Harper's
poetry in which "diction, rhythm
and poetic structure operate in a
highly individual fashion so vivid,
so energized as to leave the reader
breathless."
Michael Harperwasborninwhathe
called an "Establishment ghetto" in
Brooklyn, New York. It was in this
neighborhood that he was introduced
to jazz and forces that would in-
fluence him strongly in later years.
He has a degree from the Califor-
nia State College at Los Angeles and
graduated from the Writers Work-
shop of the University of Iowa. He
has taught at the University of Ill-
inois and is presently an associate
professor at Brown University. His
poetry has appeared in many period-
icals, including POETRY NORTH-
WEST, SOUTHERN REVIEW, THE
QUARTERLY REVIEW OF LITER-
ATURE and the NEGRO DIGEST.
J. P. Sloan
Last Wednesday, Mr. James Pari
Sloan arrived in Gambier to discuss
his two novels, WAR GAMES and
COMRADE V. That afternoon Bloan
met with students in Gund commons
and talked on topics covering his
views of the power which certain
cliques of book reviewers have, to
his concept what he calls the "non-
linear" novel. It was the explanation
of this latter concept which gener-
ated the most interest among stu-
dents and dominated the lecture that
evening and the following reception
in Gund commons.
In his lecture, which was really
more of an informal talk, Sloan also
spoke of his theory of language as
counterpoint; language which is
stark, non-figuat- ive and non-evaluat- ive
in contrast to the events de-
scribed which call for such compar-
isons or judgements. He cited Jerry
Kosinski's STEPS as a novel which
employs this technique, as well as
being a novel with all the "glue" of
physical description left out. For
Sloan, the backdrop against which
we move is an essentially intellect-
ual one.
The concept of the non-line- ar novel
(apparently a novel which points to
no objective reality, Faulkner's
THE SOUND AND THE FURY was
named as a prime example) was
what Sloan found himself explaning
for most of the evening.
It seemed striking that only three
members of the faculty turned out to
hear Sloan speak. I know of no fac-
ulty member who was unavoidably
absent, but after turning out in full
regalia to hear Simon Lesser read
his lecture from xeroxed pages of
his book which was published ten
years ago, attendance appeared
sparse.
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Another
Curriculum
Proposal
This curriculum is the proposal oj the Social
Science Division, heuded by Professor
Brou:ning. It is reprinted here for general
edification. Ed.
Preamble
A liberal education is achieved,
if at all, through a lifetime of en-
deavor and reflection. The academ-
ic program of a liberal arts college
can at best simply serve to launch
and orient the continuing pursuit of
a liberal education. The objectives
of liberal education are: (a) to en-
hance the individual's understanding
of man, society, art and nature; (b)
to enable the individual to draw upon
an understanding of both hisenviron-an- d
his cultural heritage when mak-
ing moral judgments concerning
personal or social behavior; (c) to
develop the individual's awareness
of his capabilities and creative tal-
ents; (d) to promote the intellectual
independence of the individual, free-
ing him from the tyranny of conven-
tional or popular dogmas; and (e)
to improve the individual's ability
to rigorously formulate and com-
municate his views.
The major program is the heart of
the liberal education . Such a pro-
gram involves a significant concen-
tration of a student's energy in a
thorough and disciplined investiga-
tion of one of several related aca-
demic fields. Study in the majorpro-gra- m
challenges the capacities of
the student in a way that limited
acquaintance with a variety of dis-
ciplines cannot do. It is the ability
to understand at least one field well
that gives a person command over
his thoughts and confers the pre-
sumption of soundness on his judg-
ments. Indeed, mastery of a major
field helps the student perceive the
structural integrity of other fields.
The major program also serves to
focus and organize the energies of
the student and thereby to promote
the coherence of his total under-
graduate experience.
Complementary to the virtues of
concentration are the values of ex-
ploring a variety of disciplines. Earl-
y in a college career the academic
obligation to diversify fulfills two
important roles: itprovides a means
to awaken a variety of enthusiasms
in the student, and it simultaneously
widens the range of fields from which
a concentration may later be chosen.
Hut the obligation retains its signifi-
cance in later years as well.Hather
than standing athwart the acknowl-
edged need to understand one field
in depth, the obligation to diversify
gains further force from that very
need. It is chiefly through comparing
the perspectives of one's chosen
field of concentration with the per-
spectives of alternative fields that
the scope, w isdom and limitations of
the major field can be comprehend-
ed: and it is chiefly through reason-
ing out the confrontations amongdis-cipline- s
that one's powers of syn-
thesis and discrimination are most
fully fultivalcd. Finally, independent
of all other considerations, the ob-
ligation to diversify, by foreclosing
the option of illiberally narrow
course selections, helps foster that
sense of academic and social com-
munity which remains the pride of
Kenyon.
The requirements for Kenyon's
Bachelor of Arts degree serve to
specify the academic achievements
though essential to the student's pur-
suit of liberal education. The degree
requirements allow the student sub-
stantial freedom in designing a
course of study to suit his interests
and aspirations, while at the same
time providing a structure which
promotes balance and coherence in
his educational experience.
I. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
A. The degree requirements of
Kenyon College are based on
four academic years of full-ti- me
study. The studentmustbe
in residence for at least two
years, including the senior
year.
B. The student must earn no fewer
than sixteen units of academic
credit.
C. The normal full-tim- e course
load involves enrollment in
courses totaling two units of
academic credit per semester.
Only with the approval of his
advisor may the student enron
for more or less than a full-ti- me
load and only with the ap-
proval of the Regulations Com-
mittee may he enroll for more
than 2 12 units in any semes-
ter. The student may enroll for
more than the full-ti- me load for
up to three semesters with no
additional tuition charge. Be-
yond that, tuition is charged for
enrollments in excess of the
full-ti- me load (but this tuition
charge is reduced proportion-
ately for a scholarship student).
The student may audit courses,
and such courses are entered
on the student's transcript
without grade or academic
credit.
D. The student must earn a satis-
factory (C) grade average in the
sixteen units of credit applied
toward his degree. Most of his
work must be evaluated on the
regular grading scale. How-
ever, up to two units of credit
may be evaluated on the SU
GRAU scale.
Course work graded F, U, or
EX earns no academic credit
and is not counted in computing
the grade average required for
graduation.
II. MAJOR PROGRAM
The student's work in the Col-
lege is organized about studies
in his major. It is through this
focus that coherence in his ed-
ucation is achieved. The student
must satisfactorily complete
the integratingexerciseorpass
the comprehensive examination
in his major program to be a-wa- rded
the degree. The major
program is organized in one of
the follow ing ways:
A. The Departmental Major
The major studies may cons-titu- e
a concentration of aca-
demic work undertaken in a
single department. It is the re-
sponsibility of the department
to determine the work neces-
sary for successful completion
of the major.
The department may pre-
scribe, as part of the major
program, courses outside the
department; however, the de-
partment may not prescribe
more than seven units in the
total program. The integrating
exercise is conducted by the
major department.
B. The Synoptic Major
The major studies may con-
stitute an integrated course of
study in two or more depart-
ments. It is the student's re-
sponsibility, during the sopho-
more year or early in the jun-
ior year, to formulate the
course of study for his major
after consultation with a facul-
ty member from each depart-
ment in which he will work.
These faculty members must
approve of the course of study
and must agree to serve as his
principal advisor. The course
of study must also be approved
by each of the department
chairmen of the involved de-
partments and by the Curricu-
lum Committee. This course of
study w ill include at least eight
units of work, which may in-
clude courses taken prior to the
formulation of the course of
study. Each department may
designate the course or courses
which it deems necessary for
a student who is to include work
in that department in his syn-
optic major program. It is the
responsibility of the student's
advising committee to super-
vise and evaluate the integrat-
ing exercise of the student in
the senior year.
III. DIVERSIFICATION
Diversification in the stu-
dent's academic program pro-
vides the opportunity to enrich
his understanding of mankind
and to broaden his vision. Main-
taining a diversified course of
study while pursuing the major
program enables the student to
set the major in perspective
and to compare and perhaps to
integrate insights provided by
his major with those of other
modes of inquiry. The follow-
ing requirements increase the
probability that these objec-
tives will be attained.
A. The student must earn a unit of
credit in at least five depart-
ments and in at least three Di-
visions.
B. The student must enroll in
courses in at least two Di-
visions at a time throughout
three years of college study.
C. Within the sixteen units of cred-
it required for graduation the
student may take no more than
seven in his major department
A student choosing to graduate
with more than sixteen units
may earn the additional credits
in his major or any other de-
partment.
ARGUMENTS FOR THE DIVISION'S
PROPOSAL
Curriculum discussions
Continued from Page 1
In the discussion session held that
this reporter attended, the sentiment
was almost unanimous among the
students in their opposition to the
f6ur-cour- se maximum. Time and
time again, students stated that hav-
ing such a restriction would ser-
iously impair their freedom. They
felt that the College did not know
what was best for themselves; they
were willing to accept the extra bur-
den of a fifth course -- indeed, some
relished the idea of even taking six
courses.
Some of the opponents of the pro-
posal also pointed out that the prim-
ary justification in the College's eye
for the proposal was a financial one,
for the four-cour- se norm idea would
reduce student pressures upon fac-
ulty, staff and building space. How-
ever, this point was also raised as
a justification for the proposal, since
the proponents pointed out that the
plans for personnel hiring have al-
ready been made far into the future,
and this plan would be the only way
to forestall immense over-crowdin- g,
something that everyone would
be loath to accept.
Another facet of the proposal is the
idea that instead of taking a fifth
course for credit, auditing courses
would be encouraged. In this way,
the student would be freed from the
pressure of a grade in a fifth course,
and could work in an area in which
he truly wanted to work. Opponents,
however, felt that students auditing
a particular course would not get
the attention from the professor as
another student who happened to be
taking the course for credit. Both
sides noted the widespread phenom
Need for explicit presentation of
Presenting the degree require-
ments without an accompanying
rationale makes those require-
ments appear meaningless,
sterile and arbitrary when in fact
they can be meaningful and func-
tional. The Social Science Divi-
sion believes it essential to pre-
sent the degree requirements and
their rationale TOGETHER, as
we have done in our motion. The
rationale must include an explan-
ation of the goals of liberal edu-
cation, the role of both concen-
tration and diversification in pur-
suing these goals, and the role
of the degree requirements in
structuring the curriculum so as
to enhance the likelihood of
achieving these goals.
Need for a SUBSTANTIAL diver-
sification requirement:
Student demands for total or
nearly total freedom of choice
should not cause the faculty to
shrink from performing its legit-
imate goal. The Kenyon faculty
should be willing to respond to
such demands with the following
argument:
We are professional educators
who have been studying the ed-
ucational needs of our students
and of our culture for many
years. By virtue of this train-
ing and experience we possess
a competence to determine the
basic design of a liberal educa-
tion which students cannot be
expected to match. We are pre-
pared to explain the rationale
for the selection of ouracadem-i- c
offerings and for our degree
requirements, and we invite you
to enter into a continuing dia-
logue with us concerning our of-
ferings and requirements. Of
course, the degree require-
ments are designed to help meet
only those basic educational
needs that you share with your
fellow students. You have other
needs that are personal and re-
flect your own special interests
and aspirations. Here we are
prepared to help you fashion
your educational program.
Gradually you must take com-
plete responsibility for your
own education. When you do,
your decisions are more likely
to be sensible if they are in
ena that students invariably "bag"
their audit courses when they have
a lot of work in their other courses,
those which they are taking for cred-
it. Apparently, everyone agreed,
students will only work hard in a
course for which he is getting cred-
it. Whether they would change under
the new system, with the four-cour- se
maximum, was a question much in
doubt at the discussion meeting.
Several compromise ideas about
the four-cour- se maximum were of-
fered, among them being the idea
that a student be allowed to take a
fifth course, but that he be made to
Both sides noted the wide-
spread phenomena that stu-
dents "bag" their audit
courses when they have a
lot of work in their other
courses.
pay an extra charge above the norm-
al tuition. Another idea was one in
which only students with a certain
grade average (or above) would be
eligible to take a fifth course. Neith-
er proposal seemed to be popular to
those in attendance, because of the
problems of inequity that either
solution presents, what with dis-
crimination being practiced upon
those below a certain income and, or
an arbitrary grade point average.
A substantial justification for the
four-cour- se maximum may be found
in diediversification requirements.
I
formed and based on a wrier,
of educational experiences ' 5 1
adapted from S. Hock,
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uewey ana nis Betra'avers;
CHANGE (November 41971),
pp. 22-2- 6. c
. Our specific diversification re
quirements:
The Social Science Dj.
vision believes that, when set ij
the context of our rationale for ovdiversification, the specific i: re
versification requirements
e 01propose are meaningful andfunc T:
tional. and will be so viewed inboth students and faculty. Ho
to
ever, we do not wish to suggest
m
that our specific requirements
are ideal. Frankly, they repre" b
sent a compromise between oar c
original proposal (item S, p. ij
of the Curriculum Committee's
document) and the Committees 1
preference. In Hghtofourration.
r
ale, the specific diversification I
requirements proposed by
iCurriculum Committee mus c
clearly be adjusted less thansat. t
isfactory. r
. The four-cour- se norm:
Students must be permitted a e
measure of latitude in workir; e
within the four-cour- se norm.lt i
would be inconsistent with the
avowed desire of increasing the
flexibility of the curriculum ihe
placed a virtual prohibition or,
additional courses. It would also
make the entire program of the
college less attractive to students
and thereby exercise an
adverse effect on our efforts to
enroll and retain able students.
We agree that the four-cour- se
norm is educationally sound tor
most students and is financially
necessary for the college. Our
proposal therefore discourages
students from taking more than
four courses on a regular basis.
But instances arise in which a
variation from the norm is both
reasonable and academically ju-
stifiable. Our proposal permits
these occasional needs to be a-
ccommodated. If our proposal is
adopted we believe that enro-
llments in fifth courses will fall,
thereby reducing the sizeofmanv
classes. If our expectation is
overly optimistic, more restri-
ctive rules can be legislated in the
future.
In the new proposal, the student will
be required to take "courses so as
to include study for credit in at
least six departments and in three
Divisions of the College." The d-
epartmental major requirements
would be "no more than seven units'
and the integrating exercise. If the
diversification requirement is for
courses and not units, then a su-
bstantial amount of freedom has been
gained by the student. If, however,
the student is required to take
courses for unit credit in the sis
departments to fulfill the diversif-
ication requirement, then the pr-
ogram is little different than the pr-
esent one. Thus, the burden would be
on the departments to set up diffe-
rent requirements than now exist for
guided electives.
One of the few tilings thatevernw
seemed to like about the new propo-
sal was the removal of the forma'
structure of the present guided ele-
ctives. .
Under the new proposal,
no such structures exist, except the
very board Divisional requirements.
Another objection raised to c
document by the students was the
lack of a statement of purpose in the
proposed curriculum. Nowhere m
the document, the claim was made,
were there anv General statements
of purpose about the character of a
liberal arts curriculum; specifical-
ly, of Die proposed curriculum.
was pointed out to tlio.se who had
raised the objection that such a
statement was always difficult to
make, and that these considerations
had gone into the discussions while
the document was being written.
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by Jay Andress
Kenyon's high-flyi- ng track team
jverwhelmed Mount Vernon Naza-rtn- e
Tuesday to up its season reco-
rd to five wins against two losses,
jl Lords took the one-sid- ed meet
i preparation for this Saturday's
l0Ugh home contest with Musking- -
"xhe team's record, which could
be one of its best in years, in-
cludes setbacks of Ohio Conference
foes Oberlin and Muskingum with
losses to Wittenburg and Capital,
the cindermen have also downed
non-leag- ue
opponents W ilmington,
Defiance, and the Knox County
rivals. They have broken three reco-
rds and so far qualified five athletes
or the year-endi- ng conference
meet.
The meetagainstWittenberg starte-
d out great for Kenyon as Perry, the
easy, Thompson leaped 22' 1 34"
Id the long jump to set a fie Id record,
ijid Jim Bnswell, Jr. snatched a
1. 1, .
1
"ieir successful outing against
.
ron over the weekend, victors in
'mgles'
competition for the Lords
rere Bruce Sherman 7-- 5, 6-- 0; Ed
.ntzler 6-- 2, 5-- 7, 6-- 2; Bob Eisner
,
6-
-1 and Preston Lentz 2-- 6, 6-- 4,
second. A win by Perry Thompson,
George "Flash" Letts, Pat Riley
and Hammond in the 440 relay moved
the Lords out in front but the strength
of the Wittenberg team had not yet
surfaced. The opponents despite the
efforts of Pete Schneeberger, Mario
Orlandi, Brad Foote Torn Long. Ed
Hart, Jay Andress, Tyree Wilburn
and Flaming Joe Hall were able to
take firsts in the next seven events
and moved ahead with an impressive
lead. Then the Lords began to make
theircomeback asLetts blazed a 10.1
in the 100 yds. dash to takefirstand
Hammond came in second. In the
triple jump Ron Callisonwent43' 9"
to break the field record for the
second time. Beach Walker gave
his dependable first place perform-
ance as he easily outdistanced his
opponents in the 880. Next Sam the
knock-ov- er Barone ran through the
440 intermediate hurdles in 58.1 to
bring the team to within thirteen
points. Then Kenyon really showed
its strength as Thompson, Letts and
Golfers down Tigers;
loss column empty
The undefeated Kenyon golf team is
rolling along to one of its greatest
seasons in recent years. Stifled by
rain and cold in the early part of the
season, they are well on the way to
s conference championship and poss-
ibly a birth in the NCAA champions-
hips in Pottstown, Massachusets.
On April 11, the talented linksters
trounced WittenbergatHiawathagolf
Metters
fight to
top.500
After a brief ascent to the .500
rformance level the Kenyon tennis
fern again fell below the break-eve- n
mark by virtue of a 5--3 loss to
Unison. The only singles winners
,0r the Lord netters were Prestoc
Lentz and Topper Pennington.
The defeat halted a hopeful two-0rr- ie
Lord win skein. The match
"'"s were over Capital 8-- 1 and
Jron University 6-- 3. The scores
f Previous matches had been as
Mows:
Wooster 7 Kenyon 2
Kenyon 8 Otterbein 1
Ohio St, 7 Kenyon 2
WU 8 Kenyon 1
Kenyon 8 Capital 1
Kenyon 6 Akron U. 3
Denison 5 Kenvon 3
course 17-- 3. Junior Bob Schellhose
and Sophomore Alan Cabruny shared
medalist honors with one over par
7 3's. They were closely follwed by
Dave Cannon's 75, Captain George
(Tommy) Thomas 76, Mike Brady
with 77 and Andy Plenninger's 79.
Although past golf team records
have not been checked, Coach Jim
Zak feels that this may be an all-ti- me
Kenyon record. On April 14,
the golf team traveled to Marrietta
and there soundly trounced Marietta
13-- 7 and Capital 15-- 5 in a tri-matc- h.
Al Cafruny again copped medalist
honors with 74, followed by Shellhase
with 75. The following Friday Kenyon
indicated their strength at a flooded
Alliance County club in a tri-mat- ch
with Mt Union and Baldwin-Wallac- e.
Dave Cannon slashed through the
mud with a five 75 followed by con-
sistent Bob Shellhase with 76. The
GLCA tournament at Wooster fell
on the Saturday of spring weekend.
The loggry Kenyon team finished a
disappointing second, tied with
Depairw. Wooster, on their home
course won it, averaging 77. The
one bright spot, however, was Bob
Shellhase, who won individual honors
with 73. April 24 the team again fin-
ished second in the Denison Invita-
tional 2-b- all tournament, losing to
Denison by 1 stroke. Andy
Plenninger teamed with Shellhase to
win individually with 73. The favored
team of Tommy Thomas and Al
Cafruy, who had tied for first the
previous year could do no better
than 76.
The golf team has shown that it has
experience, depth and talent. As
Captain Thomas says, "We have an
excellent chance in the Conference
tournament, if we play up to our abil-
ity we should win."
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Hammond flew around the track to
take all three spots in the 220.
Thompson in winning the event ran a
22.05 to sethis second field record of
the day, obviously a result of his
obedient training. This brought the
thinclads to within four points, but
unfortunately the Wittenberg run-
ners performed extremely well in
the last two events and consequently
put the mighty seventeen down to de-
feat.
Other meets of the season have had
better conclusions as the Lords have
been able to strike down four Strang
opponents and only loose to two. In
the first meet of the year Kenyon
easily defeated both Oberlin and Wil-
mington with scores of 88.45 and 36
respectfully. The second meet saw
the team take its first loss at the
hands of an extremely strong and
large Capital team but beat a good
Defiance team which the year before
had crushed the Lords. The next
meet also saw them in the middle as
they last to the Otterbein Cardinals
but were able to hold off a challen-
ging Muskingum team.
Fifth rk falls
The fifth record, counting
the three in the Wittenberg meet, was
by the extremely hard working triple
jump team of Thompson, Callison
and Basewell in the Ohio Conference
Relays with a combined total jump
of 130' 6 12". As a result of out-
standing performances the following
trackmen have qualified for the Ohio
Conference Meet at the end of the
season: Thompson in long jump,
triple jump and 220; Letts in 100
and 220; Callison in triple jump;
Barone in 120 high hurdles, and
Basewell in long jump.
If the Lords are able to finish up
the season with decisive victories
over Nazarene, Muskingum and
Heidleberg, which is quite possible,
they would make this season one of
the best in many years.
l;
t.y
L.
o.
by Jane Mclnlyre
The women's lacrosse team, de-
spite the fact that it is a club as op-
posed to a varsity team, has sched-
uled four games againstarea schools
for this season. The team is cap-
tained by Kim Mayhew, with Ginny
Buerman acting as a student coach
and Mrs. Kelley the faculty advisor.
Practices are held three times a
week for an hour and a half.
Green team
Due to the fact that a large portion
of the team consists of inexperienced
players, their record is not as im-
pressive as it might be. The first
game, played at Wooster on April
19th, was lost 10-- 6. In a home game
against Ohio Weslnyan Kenyon was
defeated by a close margin of 10-- 3,
followed by an 11-- 4 victory over
Ashland on April 28th. The final
game is to be a home with Wooster
on May 2nd.
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THHt't LUHDETTE Lacrosse players show their moves.
'Other' lacrosse rolls,
Girls mutilate Ashland
1
"
.A
Kim Mayhew and Robin Smith (a
promising freshman) as attack wings
and Candy Davis, Lynn Graichen and
Ginny Buerman as homes have been
frequent goal scorers. VickiDapper
has shown her competence as a
goalie and Betsy Upton has been
another particularly outstanding
player.
The team members are as follows:
Marge Artley , Ginny Buerman, Vicki
Dapper, Candy Davis, Gay Garth,
Lynn Graichen, Sue Houser, Liz
Jones, Mary Kay Karzas, Shirley
Lecv, Kim Mayhew, Nancy McSor- -
High hopes
ley, Meg Merckens, Sue Miller, Liz
Parker, Sherrie Ridenauer, Melissa
Slaton, Robin Smith, Betsy Upton.
With the present strong interest in
lacrosse among the students and the
promise of a qualified coach for the
coming year, next season should be
a more successful one for the team.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM ON UPRISE
According to figures recently
released by the Athletic De-
partment their rejuvenated
Physical education program
has been quite successful. For
the final quarter of the present
academic year 174 students
were enrolled from a variety
of classes including canoing,
archery, golf, bowling, tennis,
and gynmastics. The figure
marks the highest degree of
participation since the Phys-
ical Education requirement
was abandoned a few years
ago.
A secret to the program, ac-
cording to the department is
the concept of scheduling the
classes when the students in-
terested can participate.
In light of their success the
athletic department is en-
couraged and optomistic to-
ward next year's program. Any
course suggestions which stu-
dents feel would be helpful
will be greatly appreciated by
the athletic department and
the staff anticipate an even
greater turnout in the fall.
MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
212 South Moin St-- .
Mount Vernon
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Kenyon's lacrosse team scored the
biggest win of a triumphant season
on Tuesday, when they overpowered
Bowling Green by an 11-- 7 margin.
The win upped the Lord's record
to 10-- 1 amd put them in a three-wa- y
tie with Bowling Green and Deni-
son for first place in the Midwest
Lacrsooe Association. If the defeat
Michigan State on Saturday in the
season finale, as they are favored
to do, the stickmen will have an
excellent chance for a bid to the
National tournament.
Wednesday's home game was a
seesaw battle for the initial two
quarters, with the Lords on top at
intermission by a narrow 5-- 4 score.
The Kenyon stickmen broke the game
open in the third quarter, ripping
the previously unbeaten Falscons
apart for six goals at the offensive
end and shutting them out at the
defensive. The impressive team ef-
fort provided a commanding lead
--5
Senior co-capt- ain Charles Capule charges ihe Denison net as defenders look on.
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last Saturday, and the Lords rolled
over their visitors for a 10-- 1 vic-
tory. Senior goalie Mike Tavener,
who is second in the MLA in saves,
turned in a fine performance to
anchor the highly-regard- ed Kenyon
defense. Rich Saloman, Bob Heaps
and Co-capt- ain Dennis Puntel turned
the Scots back consistently, as they
have done all season. All-leag- ue
Heaps even scored an assist when
he brought the ball all the way
downfield and passed to Cronin.
The scoring for the Lords was
evenly distributed as Voiles, Cronin
and Paul Gaddis each got two while
Bruggman, Capute, Bruce Isaacs
and Bruce Duncan all had one.
Ripped by the Red
Arch-riv- al Denison, always a
strong national power, dealt the
stickmen a dissappointing setback
on April 26 by a 10-- 7 margin.
J
The Big Red appear to be one man up, but midfielder Bob Hallinar
struggles to hold on.
for the home team during the final
minutes. Bowling Green scored
three times in the final stanza,
but the Lords were never threatened,
and the final whistle bleu on an
11-- 7 victory and the finest home
season for the stickman in years.
Junior standout Dave Cronin tai-
led 3 goals and 3 assists in ednes-day- 's
game to increase his league-leadin- g
point total to 53. He was
outscored only by freshman Tom
Brugeman. who poured in 4 goals
and 3 assists. Co-capt- ain Charles
Capute scored 3 goals and Bob
Voiles had one to cap the scoring.
U'ooster came to Airport field
The Lords, never a first quarter
team, had early trouble as the Big
lied tallied two quick scores. But
the Lords fought back in charact-terist- ic
fashion to even the score
at the quarter break. Then, injuries
to freshman F.ric Mueller and Brad
Faust took a heavy toll. Mueller
was sandwiched hard and sat out
the rest of the contest, while a
knee injur.v severely hampered the
speedy Faust. Denison took advan-
tage of the visitors' losses to con-
trol the second period at lead at
halftime, 4-- 2.
The third quarter proved a crush-
ing one for Kenyon as the Rig lied
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poured in three quick goals. With
the score 7-- 2 the Lords pulled
themselves together and traded
goals twice, but couldn't shorten
the deficit. In the final minutes, the
stickmen turned it around to
dominate play. They scored three
times before Denison's tenth suc-
cess cruahed their comeback hopes.
The loss put the Lords in a second-plac- e
tie with Denison, who had lost
only to Bowling Green.
Bucks blasted
The stickmen scored their eighth
triumph in Buckeye country, as they
travelled to Ohio State on April
22 and came away with a con-
vincing 8-- 4 win. Individual match-
ups were the focal point; leading
scorer Cronin faced Midwest play-
er of the week Dana Friend at one
end, and Heaps guarded number
two scorer Skip Van Bourgandienne
at the other.
The Lords started slowly as they
adjusted to OSU's Astroturf, but
built a commanding lead by inter-
mission, Heaps sidelined the mo-
bile Van Bourgandienne with a groin
injury in the middle of the initial
stanza, and Cronin came away with
a hat trick, 3 goals, and topped
it off with a pair of assists. The
Bucks picked a goal in each quarter
but were never really in the game.
Gaddis and Capute each grabbed
two goals, and freshman Kevin Mac-Dona- ld
added the eighth.
The Lords devastated Ashland
on Aoril 19th for their biggest
margin of the season, a 15-- 1 laugher.
The Purple Eagles fielded the
league's leading goalie, whose su-
periority to Tavener was severely
questioned. The Lord defense help-
ed out by playing good position
ball to hold the previously undefeated
Ashland club to a single goal.
JV's post
4-- 0 slate
The Junior Varsity Lacrosse sea-
son has been just as noteworthy as
the senior team this year. They
baby Lords coming off a 2-- 2 season
last year have made it 4 straight.
With victories, over Denison (8-- 4)
Ohio W esleyan (5-0- ), and twoagainst
W ooster (7-- 2) and (10-3- ).
Standouts for the Lords have been
Mike Hirschfield, Tom Shantz, Mike
Gibbons, Steve Kronalsbcrger, John
McMullin, and Father God Coach
Jeff F.llis. The home officiating for
these games has also been outstand-
ing. Come out and see the Lords
finish their season against the D.F.
JV's tomorrow at the Airport field.
Spotlight on decency
In our never-endin- g struggle to increase our freedom, we Northerners
have allowed Kenyon students to wear their atrociously ragged clothes.
freedom, the faculty tolerates the 1000Rather than restrict our walking
eye-sor- es in Gambier. Thank God for the I'niversity of the South, where
clothes are clothes, and men are still men.
Recently, three motions were made to the Sewanee Delegate Assembly
asking for dress code reforms. The proposals varied in degree of outrage,
ousness. The most radical asked that men only be required to "wearsome
sort of pants and some sort of shirt" in the dinning hall, while a more com.
promising proposal asked that men not be "required to wear a coat on hot
days." The motions were defeated by the Delegate Assembly. The present
strict dress code remains, a monument to civilization's triumph over Good,
will Industries, Inc. and their heathen student clients.
Stop the presses . . .
An important but obsecure fact was reported this week by the CPS,
Volkswagon produced their 15,007,034 sedan-bu- g, replacing Ford's Model
T as the largest selling car in the world. We cannot overstress the impor-tanc-e
of this fact. ....
Subversion in the streets
In an ambiguously worded release, the College Press Service reported
the first mass meeting at Oberlin College in over two years. Apparently, the
meeting was a result of an alleged attempt by the CIA to recruit some 55
black students for "regular employment." Natually enough, membersof the
Oberlin Associate Provost William Davis said that the College could not
stop the recruiters, but that their presence would give the community ar,
"opportunity to verbally confront the CIA'.' He continued, "The CIA doesn't
hesitate to infiltrate groups like the Black Panthers and the SDS, to subvert
them, there's no reason that radical Oberlin students can't join the CIA to
try to change its course. . . ."
In answer to a maiden's prayer . . .
Ohio Northern University junior history major Bobby Pine was awarded
the title Mr. Cleveland lastDecember. Competing against twelve other men,
he was judged superior on the basis of symmetry, proportion, presentation
and muscularity. Bobby stands 5 foot, six, weighs 155 pounds and has a 13
inch chest, 23 inch thigh and 16 inch biceps. He wrestled two years in co-
llege, but last year, he devoted his time to serious body building. Of course,
mental attitude is an important factor in physique contests, but long wor-
kouts are also necessary . . . As to his future, the Northern Review queued
Bobby assaying: "You can just keep moving on to bigger contests. You
can't know your full potential until you're twenty-six- or twenty-eight- ." The
Northern Review concluded the article with the comment: "So, actually, the
Bobby Pine story is just beginning." Onward and upward, with American
youth, beauty, and . . .
Anybody got a goldfish?
. . . and more on the subject of sports, the Ashland Outing club sponso-
red a Hitch-Hiki- ng contest this weekend, with prizes given to the student who
can get the farthest from Ashland, and then come back. But thek Lambs
Chi Alpha fraturnity at Marietta College might have outdone the boysfroir
Ashland. Theirpledges challenged and were beaten bythe active members ii
a spaghetti eating contest. Anything for a thrill, huh?
Time tiptoes on
The city of Des Plaines, Illinois, has justpassed an ordinance that ban;
the following: "crying, calling or shouting, using a whistle, rattle, bell,
gong, clapper, hammer, drum, horn, hand organ, mechanically operatec
piano, or other musical instrument, wind instrument, mechanical device,
radio, phonograph, sound amplifier or other similar electronic devices so
as to destroy the peace of the neighborhood." The nine page document also
requires that motors on all vehicles be shut off when idle. The ordinance
carries fines a $15-30- 0 for a first offense and a jail term of up to sis
months for additional offenses.
And you thought tenure meant security
The Educational Testing Service has recently developed a new program
whereby the students evaluate the teachers. This program would allow for
the student to express his views as well as allow the instructor to monitor
his own performance and progress. Although a student questionnaire is
nothing new, the Student Instructional Report would provide the instructor
with information to compare his performance with others on a national
scale.
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High-scorin- g freshman Tom Bruggman flips a pass.
Photos by Sam Baro
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